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Everyone seems to think they know about demons, from either a Judeo-Christian point of view or
from watching movie with evil creatures in them from The Prophecy movies to Charmed, but once
you actually become truly interested in learning about them from a academic curiosity you find out
then how little you know as I did. Lucien Rofocale s exploration into demonology, especially the
Goetic demons is one such volume needed in any Gnostic or occultist library as is Necromancy: the
forbidden Art, also from Dark Moon Press. The history of demonology, the stories of the Bibles King
Solomon, and how to work with demons is covered here as well as a useful listing of both Goetic
and Sumerian demons if you wish to follow up on the subject in more depth. Tread cautiously my
reader, for you are about to be amazed, educated and enthralled as you turn these pages. Goetic
Demons covers brief but highly fascinating topics such as: Revisioning the Goetia The Roots of
Demonology King Solomon Angels and Demons...
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Reviews
This publication could be worth a read through, and far better than other. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a worth reading through.
You may like just how the author compose this publication.
-- Dr . K a yley K ova cek PhD
This book will never be easy to start on reading but quite exciting to see. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. Your daily life span
will be convert once you total looking over this book.
-- Tor r a nce Va nder vor t
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